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Guest Editorial 
Computer Science and Information Systems: 

The Future? 

Philip Machanick 

Department of Computer Science, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa 
philip©cs.vits.ac.za 

1 Introduction 

As president of the South African Institute for Com
puter Scientists and Information Technologists (SAIC
SIT), I have visited a number of campuses and compa
nies, in an attempt at arriving at a general assessment 
of the state of our subjects in South Africa. 

An issue which I consistently pick up is that 
while everyone seems to think that computer-related 
skills are extremely important and in short supply, 
our academic departments are also extremely under
resourced. 

At the last Southern African Computer Lecturers 
Association (SACLA) conference (28-29 June, Golden 
Gate), I had the opportunity to discuss the problems 
other academics see. This editorial lists some of the 
problems reported at SACLA, and proposes a way for
ward. 

2 Problems 

At SACLA, I led a discussion of problems seen in our 
academic departments. 

There was wide agreement that both Computer 
Science ( CS) and Information Systems (IS) depart
ments were under pressure to increase student num
bers (massification), and were seen as cash cows to 
prop up less popular subjects. It was broadly agreed 
that staffing was a critical issue: too few posts for 
the workload, salaries way out of line with industry 
(half or less, as compared to the US, where an aca
demic salary may be 80% of an industry salary). Re
cent graduates often make more than professors which 
makes it hard to persuade our students to become 
academics (even to do higher degrees). Attracting a 
recent PhD with a sense of adventure is may be possi
ble, but attracting experienced people' used to earning 
a salary in a strong currency is hard. IS jobs are worse 
than CS, as the skills required are more like those in 
business. Support staff salaries are an even harder 
issue: their skills relate even more directly to job de
scriptions in industry. 

A problem in addressing our concerns is that we 
are so overworked that we don't have time for "poli
tics": academics with no students have time on their 
hands, but we don't. More industry support not only 
with directly addressing problems but with taking on 
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university administrations would be useful, but they 
too have major problems and don't have free time. 

3 Solutions? 

Solutions are liarder to identify than problems. 
The SACLA session ended with a proposal that we 

conduct surveys of our institutions and businesses, to 
find out what the problems are, as a starting point for 
going to university administrations, gover~ment and 
business. 

Another idea was to attempt to find common 
cause with business in taking on problems they have 
in common with academia, including the skills short
age, the insufficient capacity of our education system, 
and dealing with employment equity. 

One of our biggest difficulties is to free up time to 
deal with issues such as resource allocation within our 
universities. The "competition" is frequently other 
academics with time on their hands, since they have 
too few students, and therefore are in a posit.ion to 
spend time looking after their interests. 

What is needed now is some thought about how 
to pull ourselves out of the mess we are in. In partic
ular, we need strategies to exploit our strengths: our 
high demand among students, the high demand for 
the skills we produce and the ubiquitous applicability 
of computer technology. 

Given the wide use of computers, it would seem 
obvious that our areas should be strongly supported 
by a range of role players, yet the fact that so many 
different groups are interested in computer technology 
in one way or another has tended to fragment c~fforts 
to enhance our industry and academic institutions. 

Clearly, from conversations I_ have held, some de
partments are in much better shape than others. Even 
so, some kind of collective effort is likely to achieve 
more results than if we allow ourselves to be pushed 
around as individuals. Addressing the fragmentation 
of efforts seems a worthy goal in itself, to reduce du
plication and contradictory goals. 

I appeal to anyone who has constructive i(h-!as on 
how to take our subjects forward to cont.a.ct nw. Let 
us work on building ourselves up. The economy de
pends on us, much more than on most other academic 
disciplines. It's time we made that pointi and ma.de 
it strongly. 
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Technical Report 

A declarative and non-determinist framework for Dynamic 
Object-Oriented and Constraint Logic Programming 

H. Abdulrab, M. Ngomo and A. Drissi-Talbi 

Advanced Computer Sciences Laboratory PSI-LIRINSA, INSA de Rouen, France, 

{abdulrab,ngomo,drissi}@lirinsa.insa-rouen.fr 

Abstract 

LOP (Logic, Object, Parallelism) is a system that integrates object- oriented and constraint logic programming. It is entirely 
designed and implemented, using object-oriented methodology, under the form of hierarchical levels of distinct natures. In 
this paper, we restrict our presentation to the first two levels of LOP that integrate declarative programming with ol~ject
oriented programming. We show here how this fusion is done in LOP using, from one hand, freezing mechanisms, and 
from another hand, the two new notions : multiple states object and multiple definitions method. The consequence <f this 
approach is that any message passing which appears in a request is interpreted independently from the control strategy. In 
particular, the reduction of a message passing does not depend on its position in the request. In this paper, we particularly 
show how the declarative programming is preserved in the presence of state changes and dynamic method redefinition. The 
bases of our implementation are finally detailed. 
Keywords: multiple states object, multiple definitions method, freezing mechanisms, object-oriented programming con
straint and logic programming, state changes 
Computing Review Categories: D.3.1, D.3.3 

1 Introduction 

Since the last decade, several approaches have been re
alised in order to integrate the concepts of object-oriented 
programming (OOP) in the framework of Declarative Pro
gramming (DP). Many of these approaches gave rise to 
programming languages that merge OOP with logic pro
gramming (LP). The experiences of these languages show 
that the integration of the structural aspects ( class and in
stance definitions, etc.) of OOP in LP can be done without 
major difficulties, while the integration of dynamic aspects 
(state changes, dynamic methods, etc.) in declarative logic 
programming is much more hard. 

The language LOP [ 1, 10, 2] 'described in this paper 
aims at the integration of OOP with LP. The combining of 
these two paradigms is progressively rea1ised and allows 
the separation among ii:icompatible programming mecha
nisms of OOP and LP. Figure 1 presents the four first pro
gramming levels of LOP: NPl, NP2, NP3 and NP4. 

These levels are organised and implemented in a hier
archical manner: each level inherits the maximum of char
acteristics of its previous ones and presents in a minimal 
way its own characteristics. 

The level NPl is a system of declarative programming 
integrated with static object-oriented programming (with
out state changes). 

The level NP2 enhances NP 1 by some dynamic as
pects of OOP and preserves, in the same time, the declara
tive programming framework. 

In NP3 level, the procedural programming aspects are 
introduced. 
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And, finally, some solvers of constraints (linear con
straints on naturals, etc.) are added in the fourth level NP4, 
in order to use LOP for discrete application (discrete sim
ulation, etc.) [2, 3]. 

The two mean advantages of this hierarchical con
struction are both to allow the user the choice of the suit
able programming framework for his application, and the 
good extendibility of such hierarchical construction. 

This paper is devoted to the first two levels of LOP 
which ensure a declarative programming framework. Our 
goal is to describe a way that integrates dynamic aspects of 
OOP in the declarative programming framework. Our ap
proach, based on freezing mechanism and multiple states 
object, will be detailed here and compared with some hy
brid languages. 

Recall first that in declarative programming, a program 
describes the related knowledge to a given application, and 
a general interpreter is devoted to the program execution. 
In this context, the different parts of the program has no 
operational effect and there is no hypothesis about the way 
they are used [ 16]. LP offers such a declarative framework: 
a program describes the logical rules of the problem with
out any hypothesis about the process resolution. 

When the dynamic aspects of OOP (such as state 
changes, dynamic methods, etc.) are used, the preserva
tion of the declarative framework becomes very difficult. 
Informally, consider the message obj< -meth I( ... ) sent to 
the object obj, where the corresponding method is meth I. 
When state changes and dynamic definitions method are 
authorised, such message will be interpreted relatively 
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declarative 
NPl: static logical object programming 

declarative 

NP2: multi-states logical object 

programming 

procedural 

NP3: programming with 

side-effect 

r inherits 

NP4: constraints programming 

Figure 1: Programming levels of LOP 

to the used definition of the method meth I and the cur
rent state of obj. For example, if another method meth2 
changes the state of obj, then the result of the execution of 
the two messages obj< - meth 1 ( ... ) and obj< - meth2( ... ) 
depends on the order in which these two messages are ex
ecuted. More precisely, if meth 1 depends on the state of 
obj, it is possible to have a different result if the order is 
inverted. 

With such state changes, the user must take in account 
the order of messages sending. The knowledge expressed 
by the program becomes related to the manner in which 
it is executed. Thus, the declarative programming aspects 
are lost. Similar effects can be obtained when the dynamic 
definitions method are authorised. 

The two first levels of LOP allows the message passing 
to be interpreted regardless of this order in the program. 
Thus, the declarative programming aspects can be pre
served when state changes and dynamic definitions method 
are used. 

2 NPl level : static logic and object
oriented programming 

A LOP program is written by means of the three primi
tives: de/class, definstance and de/method. These primi
tives are translated by a pre-processor integrated in LOP 
in order to create all the classes and instances structures of 
the program, as well as the rules base corresponding to the 
methods (see figure 2). 

The goal of the pre-processor is to transform any pro
gram written with the three primitives defclass, definstance 
and defmethod into the rules base which can be directly 
used by LOP's interpreter. The generated base can be seen 
as an interface allowing the access to the states of the ere-
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ated objects. Each rule body is composed of literals that 
can be either a message sent to an object, or a predicate 
call. In the case of message sending, the receiver is rep
resented by its identifier which is already defined by the 
user. 

2.1 Class, instance and method notions 

LOP's model is based on classes and multiple inheritance. 
The definition of a class can be done by the primitive de
class as following : 

defclass (cla (sl ... sm) (atl ... atn)); 
where cla is the identifier of the defined class, (s I ... sm) is 
the list of its direct super-classes and (atl ... atn) is the list 
of its attributes names. 

An instance obj of the class cla is defined by means of 
the primitive definstance as follows : 

definstance(cla obj (atl vall) ... (atn valn)); 
where the pair (ati vali) corresponds to the attributes and 
their associated values. 

The instances communicate by message sending. The 
reduction of a message depends on the appropriated 
method related to the receiver of the message. The defini
tion of a method is done by at least one rule, called object 
rule. An object rule is composed of a head literal, and a 
conjunction of the literals that define the body of the rule. 
Each literal can be a predicate call or a message sending in 
the form: 
0<-rneth ( ... ) . 

The definition of the method meth over the class cla is 
done by the primitive de/method as follows : 
defrnethod(cla (rulel) ... (rulen)); 
where each rule rulei has the form : 

0<-rneth(Xl ... Xn) :- body. 
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pre-processor 

Program in LOP Rules base 

Class 

def class( ... ); 
definstance( ... ); 
def method( ... ); 

Structures and states 
of objects t DATA 

t t t t 
methods t INTERFACE 

t t t 

Request Solutions 

Figure 2: General frame in LOP programming 

The head 0< -meth(Xl... Xn) is an object literal 
whose a receiver is a logical variable. The variable O both 
allows to indicate the message receiver and plays the role 
of the self variable in some languages as Smalltalk-SO or 
Objective-C. 

The use of the three primitives de/class, definstance 
and de/method is illustrated by example 1. 

Examplel 1 

The program Prog I describes the definition of the 
class triangle with the attributes ab, be and ac that repre
sent the lengths of the sides of the triangle. equilateral(X), 
isosceles(S) and reference() are thr~e methods defined over 
this class. equilateral(X) determines if the ,triangle is equi
lateral (Xis the length of its sides), isosceJes(S) determines 
if the triangle is isosceles in S ( a vertex of the triangle) and 
reference() tests if the triangle is equilateral and each one 
of its sides has a length equal to I. Finally, the method get: 
used in prog 1, is a predefined method which allows the 
object's state to be consulted. The literal obj< -get(ati X) 
allows the logical variable X to be unified with the value of 
the attribute ati relatively to the object obj. The method get 
can also be used to extract more than one attribute values 
as following: obj< -get(atl Xl at2 X2 ... ). 

/* Definition of the triangle class*/ 
defclass(triangle () (ab be ac) ); 

I All the symbols that begin with uppercase are logical variables. The 
parameters of methods and predicates are separated by blanks. 
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/* Creation of two triangles*/ 
definstanee(triangle tril (ab 1) (ae 1) (be 1)); 
definstance(triangle tri2 (ab 2) (ac 2) (be l)f; 

/* triangle's methods*/ 
defmethod(triangle 

(O<-equilateral(X) :-0<-get(ab X ac X be X))); 
defmethod(triangle 

(O<-reference() :-0<-equilateral(l))); 
defmethod(triangle 

(O<-isoseeles(a) :-0<-get(ab X ac X)) 
(0<-isosceles(b) :-0<-get(ab X be X)) 
(O<-isosceles(c) :-0<-get(ac X be X))); 

Progl- Definition of triangle class in LOP. 

2.2 Reduction of message sending and freez
ing mechanism 

The resolution schema of LOP is an adaptation of the Pro
log's one to an object-oriented paradigm context. As men
tioned before, a request is a conjunction of literals that can 
be either predicate calls or message sending. The reduction 
of a predicate call is realised in the same manner as Pro
log. The reduction of a message sending obj< -rneth(XI 
... Xn) is realised by using all the rules that define the 
method meth over the class of obj. The reduction of 
obj< - meth(Xl ... Xn) related to an object rule in the 
form 0< -meth(Yl ... Yn) :- body, consists of the uni
fication of obj with O and Xi with Yi for all i. If such a 
unification succeeds, the body of the rule replaces the re-
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c2 
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ml et m2 
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; 

Figure 3: c3 inherits m 1 from c 1 and m2 from c2 

duced literal of the current resolvant, and the resolution 
continues in the new unification environment. Backtrack
ing allows the remaining rules to be applied. Finally, the 
initial request succeeds whenever the resolvant becomes 
empty. 

A message is called anonymous, if its receiver is a non 
instantiated logical variable (i.e. not bound to an object 
identifier). Such a message sending is delayed in LOP until 
the logical variable becomes bound, at that moment the de
layed literal is reduced. In the following request, the mes
sage 0< -equilateral(X) is firstly delayed, and reduced 
after the unification O = tri 1. 
?- 0<-equilateral(X), O = tril. 
O = tril, X = 1. 
success. 

2.3 Default inheritance and explicit designa
tion of the class 

Methods and attributes can be either locally defined in the 
class or inherited from an ancestor class. The possible con
flicts related to the multiple inheritance are solved by the 
computation of a precedence list for each class, that spec
ify an order over its ancestors classes. The algorithm used 
in LOP to determine such a precedence list is that of CLOS 
(13]. 

This solution is adopted by def"ult, and can be unsuit
able for the user in some cases [22, 23, 24]. For example, 
consider 3 in which the class c3 has two ancestors classes 
cl and c2, and suppose that the user wants to inherit the 
method ml from cl and the method m2 from c2. By de
fault, c3 inherits m I and m2 from c I, because this class 
is more specific than c2. Consequently, the priority rule 
avoids m2 of c2 to be inherited. An expensive solution 
would be to rewrite over c3 the rules that define m2 over 
c2, but this is clearly not optimal from a reusability point 
of view. 

To solve this problem, we introduce in LOP the notion 
of the resolution class of a message. The definition of the 
method used for the message will be taken precisely from 
this class. 

In a message of the form obj< -meth( ... ), the reso
lution class is the class of the receiver obj. To avoid this 
default solution, one can specify in LOP the desired res-
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olution class as follows: C@O< -meth( ... ), where C is 
chosen to be the resolution class. In this case, the reduc
tion is done by all the rules that define meth over C. If C is 
an unbound logical variable, the reduction of such a literal 
is delayed until the logical variable becomes bound, as for 
the anonymous messages. 

This explicit designation has some advantages. The 
first one is related to the conflict resolution associated with 
multiple inheritance. The case of figure 3 can be solved by 
the definition: 

(defmethod c3 (0$<-$m2 ( ... ) : - c2@0$<-$m2 ( ... ))); 
The method m I is inherited, by default, from CI and 

m2 is explicitly inherited from C2. In addition, the explicit 
designation of the resolution class allows some new redefi
nition of methods to be written by using different methods 
of different classes. Consider, for instance, the case of the 
method m3 defined over both CI and C2. The definition : 

(defmethod c3 (O<-m3 ( ... ) : - cl@O<-m3 ( ... )) 
(O<-m3 ( ... ) : - c2@0<-m3 ( ... )) 
) i 

expresses that m3 is defined over C3 by means of the rules 
of CI and C2, in the same time. Such a use provides the 
same behaviour with monotonic multiple inheritance as in 
ESP (8] and POL [ 11 ]. Finally, this can offer the same fea
tures as the auxiliary methods of some languages as ESP 
and CLOS (13]. In this case, the definition of a method 
over a class can call and enhance some definitions of other 
methods defined over other classes. Here is an example 
where the method reference() is redefined over the class 
triangle_colour (see prog2). 

Example 2 

/* Definition of the class triangle_colour */ 
defclass(triangle_colour (triangle) (colour)); 

/* Creation of two coloured triangles*/ 
definstance(triangle_colour tri_coll 

(ab 1) (ac 1) (be 1) (colour white)); 
definstance(triangle_colour tri_col2 

(ab 1) (ac 1) (be 1) (colour blue)); 

/* redefinition of the method reference*/ 
defmethod(triangle_colour 

(0<-reference () : -
triangle@O<-reference(), 
0<-get(colour white))); 

Prog2- Definition of the class triangle_colour. 
The class triangle_colour inherits from the class trian

gle its methods and its attributes. It has an additional at
tribute which corresponds to the triangle's colour. The re
definition of the method reference() is based on its initial 
definition over the class triangle and on the additional con
dition that specifies that the triangle should be white. In 
the following requests: 
?- tri_coll<-reference(). 
success. 
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Example 1 ( continued) 
?- tril < -isosceles(A). 
A=a. 

?- tri 1 < -equilateral(X) 
X= 1. 

?- tri l < -reference() 
success. 

A=b. success. 
A=c. 
success. 

?- tri2< -isosceles(A). 
A=a. 

?- tri 1 < -equilateral(X) 
fail. 

?- tri I< -reference() 
fail. 

success. 

?- tri_col2<-reference(). 
fail. 

?- triangle@tri_col2<-reference(). 
success. 
the triangle tri_col2 is not considered to be a reference (be
cause it is blue). But in the third request, it is considered to 
be a reference, because the definition of reference (which 
does not take the colour in account) of the class triangle is 
used. 

3 NP2 level : multiple states in logic 
and object-oriented programming 

3.1 Multiple states object 

In LOP, an object has an incomplete structure that can 
be extended or reduced during the resolution phase. This 
structure allows the registration of the initial state of the 
object (i.e. the set of the initial values associated with the 
object attributes). When the object state is modified, the 
object structure allows the new state to be memorised. But, 
each added state during the resolution will be burned by 
backtracking and the object gets back its initial state at the 
end of the resolution. 

The preservation, during the resolution, of more than 
one state of the same object, is a characteristic of several 
hybrid languages integrating OOP and PL. But in these lan
guages, only the last state is accessible. In LOP, all the 
memorised states in the object structure are accessible: the 
initial state is accessible from the object identifier, and the 
other ones are accessible from the identifiers generated by 
the interpreter. An object having such a behaviour is called 
a multiple states object. 

The implementation of state changes is done in LOP 
by the predicate set. The reduction of a literal in the form 
obj< -set(F atl NVI ... atp NVp) produces a new state 
and an identifier that allows its access. The previous iden
tifier is unified with the logical variable F. In the new state, 
the attributes ati which appear in the call of set have the 
new values NVi, and the non mentioned attributes preserve 
their values corresponding to the old state. 

In the context of multiple states objects, the message 
sending must indicate the receiver state. The receiver id of 
a literal in the form id< -meth( ... ), can be either the object 
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identifier, or a state identifier. In the first case, this corre
sponds to the object initial state. It is worth mentioning 
that it is only possible for the user to name the initial state 
identifier. Other states are accessible via the logical vari
ables that appear as first arguments of set. For example, in 
the request2: 

?- tril<-set(F ac 0.9), F<-isosceles(A). 
F = tril.l, A= b. 
success. 
the state represented by F in the message sending F< 
-isosceles(A), is that produced by the message tri I< 
-set(F ac 0.9). In this new state, the triangle is isosce-
les relatively to the vertex b (in the initial state the triangle 
was equilateral with length side equals to I). In the same 
manner, one can apply the method set over any ohject state 
in order to produce a new one. In the request: 

?- tril<-set(F ac 0.9), F<-set(G ab 0.9), 
G<-isosceles(A). 

F = tril.l, G= tril.2, A= a. 
success. 
the state represented by G has the values ab= 0.9, ac = 0.9 
and be= I. 

3.2 Contribution of multiple states in object
oriented programming 

The explicit designation of the receiver state allows the 
interpretation of message sending (that can use state 
changes) regardless of the resolution strategy. More pre
cisely, a request can produce the same result even if its 
literals are inverted. For example, the two requests : 

?- tril<-set(F ac 0.9), F<-equilateral(X). 
fail. 

?- F<-equilateral(X), tril<-set(F ac 0.9). 
fail. 
produce the same result (in the second request, the message 
sending F< -equilateral() is delayed until the instantiation 
of the variable F). This is also the case of the two following 
requests: 

?- tril<-set(F ac 0.9), tril<-equilateral(X). 
x = 1. 
success. 

2The identifier tri 1.1 is generated by LO P's interpreter. 
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?- tril<-equilateral(X), tril<-set(F ac 0.9). 
x = 1. 
success. 
This independence from the order of the resolution strategy 
constitutes the declarative contribution of multiple states 
object. Such a property cannot be satisfied in the languages 
where only the last state is accessible. For example, in 
Prolog++ [Mos94], it is possible to define the methods set 
and equilateral over the class triangle by the program: 

class triangle. 
attribute ab, ac, be. 
set(ab V) ab:= V. 
set(ac V) 
set(bc V) 
equilateral(X) :- @ab= X, @ac = X, @be= X. 
If tri I is an instance of the class triangle with the initial 
values: ab = ac = be = I, the two requests of the same 
literals: 
?- tril<-set(ac 0.9), tril<-equilateral(X). 
fail. 

?- tril<-equilateral(X), tril<-set(ac 0.9). 
x = 1. 
success. 
give different results. In Prolog++, the interpretation of the 
message sending tri I < -equilateral(X) depends on its lo
cation in the request. In this case, the programmer must 
take in account the resolution strategy. Thus, the declara
tive aspect is lost. 

Another contribution of multiple states objects is the 
possibility to access to all the states of an object. This can 
be interesting if we want to compare two possible evolu
tions of an object from a given state. This is the case of the 
request: 
?- tril<-set(F ac 0.9), F<-isosceles(A), 

tril<-set(G ab 0.9), G<-isosceles(B). 
F = tril.l, A= b, G = tril.2, B = c. 
success. 
where the two new states F and G are produced from the 
initial state. This can be useful for the comparison and the 
choose of the best alternative for the resolution continua
tion. 

3.3 The multiple definitions method 

The definition of methods is usually accomplished ed in 
the languages which integrate OOP and PL via rules. It 
is possible in such languages to add rules, during the res
olution, by assert and retract predicates (or similar ones). 
In this case, the initial definition is dynamically modified 
(i.e. redefined in the resolution phase). Such a dynamic 
redefinition goes against declarative programming. In fact, 
consider a request which contains a literal that modifies the 
definition of a method meth, as follows : 
. . . , modif_def (meth ( ... ) : - ... ) , 
... , obj<-meth( ... ), .. . 
we suppose here that modiLdef is a predicate that al
lows the redefinition of meth (using for example, assert 
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and retract). In this case, the method meth used in obj< 
-meth( ... ) is that produced by modiLdef(. .. ) (in the con
text of usual left-most literal resolution strategy). On the 
other hand, the request where the two literals are inverted : 
... , obj<-meth( ... ), ... , 
odif_def (meth( ... ) :- ... ) , ... 
uses the initial definition of meth. As in the case of state 
changes, the message obj< -meth(. .. ) is interpreted de
pending on the literals order. 

The dynamic methods approach in LOP is similar to 
that of state changes. If a method is redefined during the 
resolution, its old and new definition remain accessible. 
The redefinition of a method over a class is considered as a 
state change of the class. The new definition is connected 
to the new state. Dynamic method can be create hy the pre
defined method n~wdefm. A following message sending in 
the form: 
cla<-newdefm(F (rulel) ... (rulen)); 
where cla is the class identifier and rulei are the rules which 
define the method, allows such a redefinition. The reduc
tion of such a literal allows F to be unified to an identifier, 
generated by the interpreter, which allows the class new 
state to be consulted. 

A state should be mentioned when a new definition is 
written. A literal in the form : 
id_cla@id_obj<-meth( ... ) 
means that the receiver is considered in the state id_ohj and 
the definition of the method meth is considered in the state 
id_cla of a given class. Note that if obj is an ohject identi
fier of a class cla, then the two messages obj< -meth( ... ) 
and cla@obj< -meth( ... ) are equivalent (the receiver and 
the method are both considered in their initial state and 
definition, respectively). In the two requests: 
?- triangle_color<-newdefm(F (0<-reference() :

triangle@O<-reference(), 
0<-get(colour blue))), 
F@tri_coll<-reference(). 

fail. 

?- F@tri_coll<-reference(), 
triangle_colour<-newdefm(F (0<-reference() :
triangle@O<-reference(), 
0<-get(colour blue))). 

fail. 
the method reference() is considered according to its 
new definition. Thus the message sending F@tri_col I<
reference() fails because the triangle tri_col l is white. On 
the other hand, in the two requests: 
?- triangle_colour<-newdefm(F (0<-reference() :

triangle@O<-reference(), 
0<-get(colour blue))), 
tri_coll<-reference(). 

F = triangle_color.l. 
success . 

?- tri_coll<-reference(), 
triangle_colour<-newdefm(F (O<-reference() :
triangle@O<-reference(), 
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Figure 4: The object kernel of LOP 

0<-get(colour blue))). 
F =triangle_color.l. 
success. 
the initial definition of the method reference() is consid
ered in the message sent to tri_col l, implying the resolution 
success. 

The contributions of multiple definitions method in the 
context of dynamic redefinition are similar to those of mul
tiple states object in the context of state changes. 

4 Implementation 

LOP is implemented in CLOS under the form of hierar
chical levels which correspond to different programming 
levels (NPI to NP4). The basic level contains the ground 
of the object model of LOP and its scheme resolution. The 
second level NP2 inherits from NPI and deals with mul
tiple states object and dynamic methods. In NP3 some 
procedural mechanisms which allows the program control 
(such as cut, Prolog metalogic predicates: var, call, ... ) are 
introduced. Finally, the last level enhances LOP by some 
types of constraints (linear constraints on naturals, ... ) for 
discrete applications (simulation, ... ). 

4.1 The level NPl 

The kernel of LOP's object model is written in CLOS as 
shown by the figure 4. The class metal~p corresponds to 
the default metaclass of all LOP's user class. It allows the 
general structure of any class to be defined. This structure 
is composed from the attributes that collect the information 
related to the class (its super-classes, attributes, precedence 
list, ... ). The class superlop is super-class of all the classes 
unless itself. Methods, such as get, ... , are (pre)defined 
over superlop. 

For each program written in LOP, an internal repre
sentation is realised in CLOS. The translation from LOP 
to CLOS is done thanks to a pre-processor, implemented 
in CLOS. The translations realised by this pre-processor 
are the following : 

• For each class defined by defclass(cl (supl ... supk) 
(atl ... atn)), a CLOS class is defined by : 
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(defclass cl (supl ... supk) 
((atl :initarg :atl) .. . 
(atn :initarg :atn))) 
(:metaclass metalop)) . 

• For each LOP's instance defined by definstance(d obj 
(atl vl) ... (atn vn)), a CLOS instance is defined by: 

(setq obj (make-instance cl :atl 
vl ... :atn vn)) 

• Each LOP's method defined by defmethod(cl (rulel) 
... (rulen)), where rulei has the form: 0< -meth( ... ) :
body, will be stored in the p-list of the symbol cl : 

( setf (get cl 'meth) ( list rulel ... rulen)) 

as well as the definition of the CLOS method meth of 
the form: 

(defmethod meth ((self cl)) (get cl 'meth)). 

which allows the access to the rules which define meth, 
and ensure its inheritance. 

The resolution scheme of LOP is an extension of that 
of Prolog to object literal reduction and freezing mecha
nism. A message in the form obj< -meth( ... ) will he re
duced via each rule that defines meth over the class of ohj. 

The rules are obtained by the evaluation of the CLOS 
call: (meth obj) (using CLOS algorithm for precedence list 
order). On the other hand, a message in which the resolu
tion class is specified: cl@obj< -meth( ... ) will be reduced 
by the rules that define meth over cl. These rules are ac
cessible via the evaluation of CLOS call (meth obj'), where 
obj' is the object of the class cl created for this usage by 
(setq obj' (make-instance cl)). 

The freezing mechanism is similar to that introduced 
in Prolog II. 

4.2 The level NP2 

As said before, the principal extension in NP2 is the man
agement of multiple states object and dynamic methods. 
We describe here these two mechanisms, respectively. 

The internal representation of a LOP object is a CLOS 
object, with the same state, which can be accessed hy an 
object identifier. When a literal obj< -set(F at NV) is 
reduced, an identifier id is generated and its p-list is ini
tialised to the list ( ob jet obj at NV). This last one contains 
two information : the object obj to which the new state, 
represented by id, is connected, and the new value NV of 
the modified attribute at. This structure is sufficient for 
the memorisation of all the information that is necessary 
for the remaining resolution process. For example, to re
duce id< -meth(. .. ), we should compute the class of the 
receiver. This is realised by the CLOS expression (class-of 
(get id 'oh jet)) which returns the class of the object related 
to id. 
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The reduction of the particular message id< -get(at 
V) needs another information. In this case, it is sufficient 
to consult the p-list associated with id. If at appears in this 
p-list: (objet obj ... at NV ... ), then V will be unified with 
the value NV. On the other hand, if at does not appear in 
this p- list, then V will be unified with the value returned by 
the expression: (slot- value obj at). This expression means 
that the attribute value is taken from the initial state of the 
object obj. 

The last case is that of the message id< -set(F at NV). 
Its reduction generates a new identifier id' whose p-list is 
identical to that of id, excepted what concerns the attribute 
at. If this attribute appears in the p-list of at : ( ob jet obj .. . 
at V ... ) , then the p-list of id' is (objet obj ... at NV ... ). 
On the other hand, if at does not appear in the p-list of id 
then the p-list of id' is that of id in which the pair (at NV) 
is added. 

Methods multiple definitions are managed similarly to 
the class dynamic creation of CLOS. The reduction of a 
literal in the form cl< -newdefm(F (rulel) ... (mien)), 
where the rules rulei (re)define a method meth, generates 
an identifier idcl which allows the new state of the class to 
be accessed. 

In CLOS level, a new subclass idcl of cl plays the role 
of the new state of cl. In fact, the unique difference be
tween the state cl of a given class and its new state idcl is 
that the method meth is defined differently in both states. 
This has the same behaviour if we consider, in CLOS level, 
that idcl is the identifier of a subclass of cl where the 
unique defined method is meth. More precisely, a literal 
cl< -newdefm(F (rule]) ... (rulen)) where the rules rulei 
define a method meth is reduced into the unification of F 
with an identifier idcl, generated by CLOS, which satisfies: 

i- (defclass idcl (cl)) 
ii- (setf (get idcl 'meth) 

(list rulel ... rulen)) 
iii- (defmethod meth ((self cl)) 

(get cl 'meth)) 
iv- (setf (get idcl 'class) cl) 

The subclass idcl is creat.ed in the level i-. The new 
definition of meth is memorised, in, -ii, in the p-list of the 
symbol idcl. The CLOS method which allows the access 
to the rules is defined in -iii. Observe that this is done only 
if meth is not already defined over cl. That is, the case -iii 
corresponds to the dynamic definition of a method and not 
to the redefinition of an already existing method. Finally, 
in -iv the identifier idcl (which represents a state of the 
class cl) memorises the class cl in its p-list . 

5 Comparison with related works 

Many works related to the integration of LP and OOP have 
been recently presented. The complementary [27, 21] of 
these two paradigms encouraged several hybrid languages 
to be developed. The complete fusion between these two 
paradigms still an open problem. In fact, it is both neces
sary to find a logic that supports all OOP aspects, and to 
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ensure an efficient implementation of a language based on 
this logic. 

The problem of the state changes in hybrid languages 
illustrates the great difficulty to realise such an integra
tion. Some languages exclude the dynamic aspects in or
der to preserve a pure logical framework. For instance, 
state changes are not authorised in Hayes [ 12], Zaniolo 
[27], POL [11] and LOGIN [4]. Objects in such languages 
are static [ 18]. Other languages such as Prolog++ [ 19], 
ESP [8] and ObjVProlog [ 17], authorise state changes and 
implement them via assert and retract like predicates as 
well as imperative assignment. Such predicates go against 
the declarative programming aspects [20, 15]. In particu
lar, the semantic of a request depends here on the literals 
order. Because the classical logic is unsuitable for state 
change represent~tion [5], some non classical logic have 
been proposed to support state changes of objects. This is 
the case of modal logic Mu [26]. The major problem of 
the use of this logic is that it is designed to reason about 
changes, but not to execute them [5]. More recently, the F
logic [14], proposed as a semantic base of OOP, was con
nected with TR logic [7] in order to support state changes 
of objects. We think that the complexity of their resolution 
model avoid their efficient use. 

Another approach is that of LO [6], where linear logic 
is proposed as an alternative to classical logic, in order to 
support state changes of objects. These are realised sim
ilarly to CP's [25] streams of messages. These messages 
are collected in lists, and reduced according to their order 
in the lists. Every message is applied to the last state of the 
object. 

In LOP, each message can be interpreted regardless of 
its position in the request and regardless of the resolution 
strategy. On the other hand, the user should specify the 
state of the receiver in which the message is sent. More
over, our change state declarative approach is extended 
to dynamic methods redefinition, where this problem is 
solved using assert and retract like predicates in the pre
viously mentioned hybrid languages. 

Finally, LOP's resolution model has the same com
plexity as Prolog. In particular, there is no more logical 
connectors than those of classical logic. This is not the 
case of F-logic, TR or linear logic, where the complexity 
of the resolution model is increased. 
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